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Dear Friends—
At New Harbinger, we believe in the power of books to heal, enlighten,
and ignite change. Our evidence-based books and workbooks help readers
gain resilience in the face of life’s challenges; our spirituality titles offer
profound wisdom for living more consciously in the modern world; and our
professional resources provide clinicians, teachers, and students with the tools
needed for improving the lives of others.
In these challenging and increasingly uncertain times, many people are
searching for ways to stay connected to each other in meaningful ways. That’s
why we’re pleased to publish The Kindness Cure. Drawing on cutting-edge
research in psychology and neuroscience, author Tara Cousineau shows
readers how simple practices of compassion and empathy—for themselves and
others—can heal hearts, relationships, and communities.
For teen readers, we offer Superhero Therapy—a fun and illustrated self-help
guide for overcoming mental health issues such as depression, anxiety, anger,
and more. Written by psychologist Janina Scarlet with illustrations by Marvel
Comics’ Wellinton Alves, Superhero Therapy presents powerful skills to help
teens practice self-compassion and discover what really matters to them.
For those seeking deeper spiritual fulfillment, we’re excited to publish White
Fire and The Mala of God by the world-renowned Advaita master Mooji
under our imprint, Non-Duality Press. White Fire is a poignant collection of
quotes and sayings that embody the author’s essential spiritual teachings, while
The Mala of God is a beautiful, gift-sized book of prayers and blessings with
Mooji’s own drawings and handwritten sayings on each page.
Finally, we’re proud to stay on the frontlines of new, research-proven treatments
with two seminal textbooks. The first, Radically Open Dialectical Behavior
Therapy, is a comprehensive resource for treating people suffering from
overcontrol (OC) disorders that often show up as anorexia nervosa, chronic
depression, perfectionism, and obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD).
The second, Process-Based CBT, is the first textbook to present the core
competencies of cognitive behavioral therapy in a way that honors the
modality’s behavioral, cognitive, and acceptance and mindfulness influences,
and focuses on core therapy processes rather than protocols.
As always, we thank you for supporting our mission to provide books for
readers looking for support in making positive, lasting change in their lives
and in the lives of others.
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■

■

This unique,
integrative approach
combines cognitive
behavioral, acceptance
and commitment,
and dialectical
behavior therapy.

66 percent of
Americans are
overweight or obese.

■

The author’s book
The Binge Eating and
Compulsive Overeating
Workbook (ISBN: 9781572245914) has sold over
15,000 copies.
978-1626252097 | US $24.95
8 x 10 | 240 pp
trade paper | self-help

978-1626259348 | US $24.95
8 x 10 | 256 pp
trade paper | self-help

August 1, 2017

Catherine L. Ruscitti, PsyD, Jeffrey E. Barnett, PsyD, and
Rebecca A. Wagner, PhD | Foreword by Craig Johnson, PhD
In The Anorexia Recovery Skills Workbook, three psychologists and experts
in eating disorders offer an integrated, comprehensive program for people
with anorexia nervosa—whether they’re currently in treatment or working
to maintain their recovery. This workbook offers evidence-based skills to
help readers rebuild healthy relationships, gain a sense of autonomy and
independence, develop self-esteem, set healthy goals, cope with negative
emotions, and learn to communicate effectively.
Catherine L. Ruscitti, PsyD, is a fellow at The Menninger Clinic, where she
studies emotion regulation difficulties in inpatients with eating disorders. She
resides in Houston, TX. Jeffrey E. Barnett, PsyD, ABPP, is associate dean for
graduate programs and a professor at Loyola University Maryland. A licensed
psychologist, he resides in Baltimore, MD. Rebecca A. Wagner, PhD, is
the director of eating disorder services and codeveloper of the Eating Disorder
Track at The Menninger Clinic. She resides in Houston, TX. Craig Johnson,
PhD, is chief science officer at Eating Recovery Center in Denver, CO.

2 | See all of our books at

978-1572245464 | $24.95

978-1572245914 | $24.95

PUBLICITY & PROMOTION • Advertising in the annual conference guide
for the National Eating Disorders Association • Advertising on psychcentral.
com and google.com • Features in New Harbinger e-mail programs •
Goodreads.com giveaway and author promotion • Partnership promotion
with The Menninger Clinic • Campaign to health and women’s publications
• Outreach to eating disorder blogs • WORLD RIGHTS

September 1, 2017

The Food Addiction
Recovery Workbook
How to Manage Cravings, Reduce Stress,
and Stop Hating Your Body
Carolyn Coker Ross, MD, MPH
For readers stuck in a cycle of binging, overeating, and restricting, physician
Carolyn Coker Ross offers the proven-effective Anchor Program. The Anchor
Program isn’t about dieting. It’s about being anchored to your one authentic
self. This workbook offers a whole-person approach that blends practical
information on managing stress and regulating emotions without relying on
food. Using this step-by-step guide, readers will learn strategies to help curb
cravings, end body dissatisfaction, manage stress and emotions without food,
and get off the diet treadmill, once and for all.

™

Carolyn Coker Ross, MD, MPH, is an integrated medicine physician, author,
and nationally recognized speaker. Board certified in addiction medicine, she is
in private practice in Denver, CO, and San Diego, CA, and is a consultant for the
Integrative Life Center in Nashville, TN, and other treatment centers nationally.
Ross is author of The Binge Eating and Compulsive Overeating Workbook, as
well as The Emotional Eating Workbook. Ross resides in Denver, CO.
PUBLICITY & PROMOTION • Advertising in the annual conference
guides for the Obesity Society and National Eating Disorders Association
Advertising on google.com and eatingdisorderhope.com • Features in
New Harbinger e-mail programs • Banner feature on New Harbinger
website homepage • Goodreads.com giveaway and author promotion
• Campaign to wellness and health media • Features in New Harbinger
consumer and professional catalogs • WORLD RIGHTS

978-1626253278 | $16.95

The Anorexia Recovery Skills Workbook
A Comprehensive Guide to Cope with Difficult Emotions,
Build Self-Esteem, and Prevent Relapse

PUB DATE:

978-1572246768 | $16.95

PUB DATE:

RECENT
RELEASE

NEW RELEASES • SEL F - H EL P

■

■

Yoga and breathing
exercises create
metabolic change that
helps create lasting
cognitive change.

Up to 70 million people
have obsessive-compulsive
disorder (OCD).

■

Jon Hershfield’s books
on OCD have sold over
40,000 copies.

978-1626258921 | US $16.95
5 x 7 | 200 pp
trade paper | self-help

978-1626258365 | US $19.95
8 x 10 | 176 pp
trade paper | self-help
PUB DATE:

September 1, 2017

PUB DATE:

October 1, 2017

The Yoga-CBT Workbook
for Anxiety

Everyday Mindfulness for OCD

Total Relief for Mind and Body

Jon Hershfield, MFT, and Shala Nicely, LPC

Tips, Tricks, and Skills for Living Joyfully

Julie Greiner-Ferris, LICSW, and Manjit Kaur Khalsa, EdD

Foreword by C. Alec Pollard, PhD

The Yoga-CBT Workbook for Anxiety combines two highly effective antianxiety strategies—cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) and Kundalini yoga,
often referred to as the yoga of awareness—for an entirely new and powerful
treatment. Written by the creators of yoga-cognitive behavioral therapy
(Y-CBT), the proven-effective techniques in this book will help readers
address the physical and psychological symptoms of anxiety to find lasting
relief for both mind and body. More than just being able to manage anxiety
and stress, they’ll be ready to transform their whole lives.

In Everyday Mindfulness for OCD, two experts in OCD team up to teach
readers how mindfulness, humor, and self-compassion can help them to
stop dwelling on what’s wrong and start enhancing what’s right—leading
to a more joyful life. The daily exercises, tips, games, metaphors, and
mantras in this guide not only ease the suffering OCD causes, but also
highlight each reader’s unique assets and strengths in order to improve
relationships and live a better life.

PUBLICITY & PROMOTION • Advertising in The Behavior Therapist, the
Journal of Contextual Behavioral Science, and in the annual conference
guides of the Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies,
the Association for Contextual Behavioral Science, the Anxiety and
Depression Association of America, and the American Psychological
Association • Advertising on google.com • Features in New Harbinger
e-mail programs • WORLD RIGHTS

978-1608828784 | $21.95

978-1572246515 | $17.95

978-1626250154 | $24.95

PUBLICITY & PROMOTION • Advertising in The Behavior Therapist
and the annual conference guides of the Anxiety and Depression
Association of America, Psychotherapy Networker, and the Association
for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies • Advertising on google.com and
psychcentral.com • Feature in New Harbinger monthly e-mail newsletter
• Banner feature on New Harbinger website homepage and mental
health professional page • WORLD RIGHTS

978-1572249219 | $24.95

Julie Greiner-Ferris, LICSW, has over twenty-five years of experience in the
treatment of mental health issues. She is program director of outpatient services
at Riverside Community Care in Upton, MA, and resides in Hopkinton, MA.
Manjit Kaur Khalsa, EdD, is a yoga teacher, student of Yogi Bhajan, and
president of Sikh Dharma of Massachusetts. An experienced psychologist, she
practices at Riverside Community Care in Upton, MA, and in private practice in
Millis, MA. Khalsa resides in Millis, MA.

Jon Hershfield, MFT, is director of The OCD and Anxiety Center of Greater
Baltimore and coauthor of The Mindfulness Workbook for OCD. Hershfield
resides in Monkton, MD. Shala Nicely, LPC, is an associate counselor at
Cornerstone Family Services in Atlanta. She is cofounder and past president
of OCD Georgia. Nicely resides in Marietta, GA. Foreword writer
C. Alec Pollard, PhD, is director of the Center for OCD & Anxiety-Related
Discorders and professor of family and community medicine at Saint Louis
Behavioral Medicine Institute.
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Ink in Water
An Illustrated Memoir (Or, How I Kicked Anorexia’s Ass
and Embraced Body Positivity)
Lacy J. Davis | Illustrated by Jim Kettner

■
■

20 million women and 10 million men in the US suffer
from an eating disorder at some time in their life.
This book will appeal to fans of edgy coming-of-age
graphic memoirs and novels, such as Fun Home by Alison
Bechdel (ISBN: 978-0618871711) and Ghost World by
Daniel Clowes (ISBN: 978-1560974277).
Fully Illustrated Interior

978-1626258310 | US $19.95
6 x 9 | 272 pp | trade paper | memoir
PUB DATE:

October 1, 2017

At once punk rock and poignant, Ink in Water is the visceral and groundbreaking graphic memoir of a young woman’s
devastating struggle with negative body image and eating disorders, and how she rose above her own destructive
behaviors and feelings of inadequacy to live a life of strength and empowerment.
As a young artist living in Portland, Lacy Davis’ eating disorder began with the germ of an idea: a seed of a thought
that told her she just wasn’t good enough. And like ink in water, that idea spread until it reached every corner of her being.
This is the true story of Lacy’s journey into the self-destructive world of multiple eating disorders. Blending bold
humor, a healthy dose of self-deprecation, vulnerability, literary storytelling, and dynamic and provocative artwork by
Jim Kettner, Ink in Water is an unflinching, brutally honest look into the author’s mind: how she learned to take control
of her damaging thoughts, redirect her perfectionism from self-destructive behaviors into writing and art, and how
she committed herself to a life of health, strength, and nourishment.
Lacy J. Davis is a coach, public speaker, podcaster (Rise and Resist), writer (superstrengthhealth.com), eating disorder recovery specialist, body love advocate,
and artist. She has spoken about body image and eating disorder recovery for Fit and Feminist, The Full Helping, KATU Channel Two News, AM Northwest,
Driftwood Magazine, and Vida Vegan Con. Jim Kettner is a cartoonist, writer, illustrator, and podcaster (Adult Crash, Galaktacus). His work has been featured
in SF Weekly, Razorcake, Travel Portland, Driftwood Magazine, and As You Were A Punk Comix Anthology. Both Davis and Kettner reside in Portland, OR.

4 | See all of our books at

978-1626250185 | $16.95

978-1608823406 | $24.95

978-1608823307 | $16.95

978-1572247109 | $17.95

PUBLICITY & PROMOTION • Advertising on google.com, psychcentral.com, social media, and in the Shelf Awareness for Readers e-newsletter
• Features in New Harbinger e-mail programs • E-mail alert to New Harbinger eating disorders and wellness/self-help communities • Giveaway and
author promotion at goodreads.com • Author website, video, and social media promotion • Outreach to magazines and newspapers • Outreach to
comic and graphic novel interest media • Outreach to podcast and radio • Outreach to feminist and vegan publications • WORLD RIGHTS

NEW RELEASES • SEL F - H EL P

■

■

This book has been
awarded The Association
for Behavioral and
Cognitive Therapies
Self-Help Seal of Merit—
an award bestowed
on outstanding
self-help books.

1 in 5 Americans will
suffer from a mental
health problem in
their life.

■

The benefits of
resilience training include
improved physical, social,
and psychological health.

BEST
SELLER

978-1626259409 | US $24.95
8 x 10 | 288 pp
trade paper | self-help

November 1, 2017

Essential Skills to Recover from Stress,
Trauma, and Adversity
Glenn R. Schiraldi, PhD
Written by the author of The Self-Esteem Workbook, and combining evidencebased approaches including positive psychology, cognitive behavioral
therapy (CBT), acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT), mindfulness,
and relaxation, The Resilience Workbook will show readers how to bounce back
from setbacks big and small, cultivate a growth mindset, and thrive in any
difficult situation. They’ll learn how to harness the power of the brain’s natural
neuroplasticity; manage strong, distressing emotions; and improve mood
and overall well-being. Readers will also discover powerful skills to help
prevent and recover from stress-related conditions like post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD), anxiety, depression, anger, and substance abuse disorders.
Glenn R. Schiraldi, PhD, has served on the stress management faculties
at the Pentagon, the International Critical Incident Stress Foundation, and
the University of Maryland, where he received the Outstanding Teaching
Award, as well as other teaching and service awards. Schiraldi resides in
Ashburn, VA.

BEST
SELLER

978-1626254688 | $21.95

978-1626255937 | $21.95

PUBLICITY & PROMOTION • Advertising in The Behavior Therapist
and in the annual conference guides of the Association for Behavioral
and Cognitive Therapies and Psychotherapy Networker • Advertising on
google.com • Features in New Harbinger e-mail programs • Banner
feature on New Harbinger website homepage • Goodreads.com
giveaway and author promotion • Author website and social media
promotion • WORLD RIGHTS

December 1, 2017

The Shyness and Social Anxiety
Workbook, Third Edition
Proven, Step-by-Step Techniques for
Overcoming Your Fear
Martin M. Antony, PhD, and Richard Swinson, MD
This workbook offers a comprehensive program to help shy or socially
anxious readers confront their fears and become actively involved in their
social world. This fully revised and updated third edition incorporates
breakthrough research and techniques for overcoming social phobia,
including a new chapter on mindfulness-based treatments, updated
information on medications, and an overview of treatment-enhancing
technological advances.
Martin M. Antony, PhD, is director of research at the Anxiety Treatment
and Research Clinic at St. Joseph’s Healthcare in Hamilton, ONT. Richard
P. Swinson, MD, is professor emeritus at McMaster University in Hamilton,
ONT, and medical director of the Anxiety Treatment and Research Clinic. Both
Antony and Swinson reside in Toronto, ONT, Canada.
PUBLICITY & PROMOTION • Advertising in The Behavior Therapist and
in the annual conference guides of the Association for Behavioral and
Cognitive Therapies, the Anxiety and Depression Association of America,
and the American Psychological Association • Advertising on google.com
• Features in New Harbinger e-mail programs • Banner feature on New
Harbinger website homepage • Goodreads.com giveaway and author
promotion • WORLD RIGHTS

978-1572245921 | $21.95

The Resilience Workbook

PUB DATE:

978-1608820801 | $19.95

PUB DATE:

978-1626253407 | US $22.95
8 x 10 | 272 pp
trade paper | self-help

www.newharbinger.com | 800-748-6273 | 5
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■

■

This behavioral activation
approach focuses on the small
choices people make every
day. The acceptance and
commitment therapy strategies
help readers connect with
their values.

This is the first
workbook to explore
queer and transgender
resilience.

978-1626259461 | US $21.95
8 x 10 | 216 pp
trade paper | self-help

978-1626259430 | US $16.95
6 x 9 | 176 pp
trade paper | self-help

A Jump-Start Guide to Overcoming Low Motivation,
Depression, or Just Feeling Stuck
Rachel Hershenberg, PhD
In Activating Happiness, readers will find solid strategies based in behavioral
activation and acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) to help break
the cycle of avoidance, guilt, shame, and hopelessness that can take hold
when they’re feeling their lowest. Using this guide, they’ll find little, doable
ways to “show up” in life and start feeling better. Readers will learn to set
healthy goals for their body and mind, and, most importantly, discover
how to view life through the lens of their own deepest values, sparking a
commitment to real, lasting change.
Rachel Hershenberg, PhD, is a licensed clinical psychologist specializing in the
research and treatment of depression. She is assistant professor of psychiatry
and behavioral sciences at Emory University and director of psychotherapy
in Emory’s Treatment-Resistant Depression program. She has contributed to
peer-reviewed publications, coauthored a chapter in The Oxford Handbook of
Depression and Comorbidity, and appeared as a guest specialist on local radio.
Hershenberg resides in Brookhaven, GA.

978-1608823802 | $24.95

978-1626251205 | $16.95

PUBLICITY & PROMOTION • Advertising in The Behavior Therapist
and in the annual conference guides of the Association for Behavioral
and Cognitive Therapies, the American Psychological Association,
and Psychotherapy Networker • Advertising on psychcentral.com and
google.com • Features in New Harbinger e-mail programs • Banner
feature on New Harbinger website homepage • Goodreads.com
giveaway and author promotion • WORLD RIGHTS

February 2, 2018

The Queer and Transgender
Resilience Workbook
Skills for Navigating Sexual Orientation
and Gender Expression
Anneliese Singh, PhD
Resilience is a key ingredient for psychological health and wellness. With
this important workbook, readers will discover how to cultivate the key
components of resilience: holding a positive view of yourself and your
abilities; knowing your worth and cultivating a strong sense of self-esteem;
effectively utilizing resources; being assertive and creating a support
community; fostering hope and growth within yourself; and finding the
strength to help others. By learning to challenge internalized negative
messages and remove obstacles from their lives, readers can build the
resilience they need to embrace their truest selves in an imperfect world.
Anneliese Singh, PhD, is associate dean of diversity, equity, and inclusion
in the College of Education at the University of Georgia, and associate
professor in the department of counseling and human development services.
She is cofounder of the Georgia Safe Schools Coalition, an intersectional
organization, and founder of the Trans Resilience Project. She resides in
Avondale Estates, GA.
PUBLICITY & PROMOTION • Advertising in the annual conference guide
for Gender Spectrum • Advertising on google.com and psychcentral.
com • Features in New Harbinger e-mail programs • Goodreads.com
giveaway and author promotion • Listserv campaign to psychology
communities • Campaign to teen, LGBT, and TGNC-focused media
• Campaign to parenting media • WORLD RIGHTS

978-1626254282 | $49.95

Activating Happiness

6 | See all of our books at

PUB DATE:

December 1, 2017

978-1626252974 | $16.95

PUB DATE:

NEW RELEASES • SEL F - H EL P

The Kindness Cure
How the Science of Compassion Can Heal Your Heart
and Your World
Tara Cousineau, PhD

■
■

People are seeking ways to feel grounded and connected in a
world that’s moving at a fast pace and often feels unsafe and cruel.
Scientific investigation into interpersonal neurobiology and
neuroplasticity shows we all have a biological blueprint for
generosity. This book provides step-by-step instruction on how
to access the pathways for “rekindling” kindness.

978-1626259690 | US $16.95
6 x 8 | 200 pp | trade paper | self-help
PUB DATE:

February 2, 2018

Compassion for ourselves and others is our birthright as humans—it’s hardwired into our DNA and essential to our happiness. The very existence of our
human species evolved because of an intricate physiology built for empathy, compassion, and cooperation. Yet we have an epidemic of loneliness, indifference,
and cruelty. In our fast-paced, technically savvy, and hypercompetitive world, it may come as no surprise that rates of narcissism have risen, while empathy
levels have declined. And in a “cool to be cruel” culture, it’s easy to feel disillusioned and dejected in our hearts, homes, and communities. So, how can we
reverse this malady of meanness and make kindness and compassion an imperative?
The Kindness Cure draws on the latest social and scientific research to reveal how the seemingly “soft skills” of kindness, cooperation, and generosity are
fundamental to our survival. In fact, it’s our prosocial abilities that put us at the head of the line. Blended with moving case studies and clinical anecdotes,
this important book teaches effective skills in compassion, mindfulness, and social and emotional learning, and reveals successful social
policy initiatives in empathy taking place that inform everything from family life to education to the workplace.
Tara Cousineau, PhD, is a clinical psychologist, researcher, and parent of two teenage girls. She founded BodiMojo, a health
communications company that develops empowerment and wellness tools for youth. Cousineau served as a global advisor to the Dove
Self-Esteem Project with the social mission to improve girls’ body confidence and self-esteem. She contributes to several blogs including
The Huffington Post and her own websites: bodimojo.com and taracousineau.com. Cousineau resides in Milton, MA.

978-1572244870 | $16.95

978-1572242203 | $21.95

BEST
SELLER

978-1626254893 | $16.95

978-1608820313 | $15.95

PUBLICITY & PROMOTION • Advertising in Mindful, Spirituality & Health, and the annual conference guides for Wisdom 2.0 and Psychotherapy
Networker • Advertising on google.com, psychcentral.com, and Greater Good Science Center e-newsletters • Features in New Harbinger e-mail
programs • E-mail alert to New Harbinger positive psychology and wellness/self-help communities • Banner feature on New Harbinger website
homepage • Goodreads.com giveaway and author promotion • Author website, e-mail, and social media promotion • Outreach to magazines and
newspapers • Outreach to women’s publications and blogs • Outreach to mindfulness publications and blogs • Outreach to professional organizations
• Features in New Harbinger consumer and spirituality catalogs • WORLD RIGHTS
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The Mala of God
Mooji

■

■

Mooji’s open satsangs (meetings) and retreats attract thousands
of attendees around the world. He has over 300,000 likes on
Facebook, more than 12,000 followers on Twitter, and over
100,000 subscribers to his YouTube channel. His websites—
including Mooji.org, Mooji.tv, and MoojiFoundation.org—
receive thousands of visitors each month.
Mooji’s teachings—which are based on a non-dual perspective,
but use language familiar to many spiritual traditions—appeal
to readers from diverse backgrounds.

978-1684030552 | US $16.95
5 x 7 | 184 pp | trade paper | spirituality
PUB DATE:

August 1, 2017

Mooji is among the most beloved and well-known Advaita masters living today, with followers numbering in the hundreds of thousands. And with this beautiful
collection of prayers and blessings, he provides wisdom for both readers drawn to sincere introspection and inquiry, and those with a deep affinity for prayer.
Many of us seek inner peace and happiness, lasting self-realization and awakening, or a felt blissful oneness beyond the mere concept of unity. In our search
for truth and enlightenment, we may find ourselves drawn deeply within, or called to prayer as a means of self-discovery and communion with the Supreme.
The Mala of God is a unique spiritual gift, an expression of the surrendered heart filled with prayer, devotion, and gratitude, yet imbued with the unsparing
wisdom and power of non-dual self-inquiry. With profound simplicity, Mooji unveils the intimate, mystical ways of the praying heart, and provides insight for
those yearning to discover their true nature. With a prayer, blessing, or drawing on each page, this book can be read start to finish or opened to any page for
insight into the moment.
Using language familiar to many spiritual traditions, including Christianity and Sufism, this book bridges the seeming divide between devotion and non-dual
self-inquiry—perfect for the spiritual seeker with an interest in non-duality or one who is drawn to devotion and the power of prayer. Including over 100
powerful prayers and blessings, complemented by master Mooji’s drawings and handwritten sayings throughout, this book can set readers’ hearts free.

8 | See all of our books at

978-1908664488 | $14.95

978-1908664549 | $24.95

BEST
SELLER

978-1908664297 | $13.95

978-1572245372 | $16.95

PUBLICITY & PROMOTION • Advertising in Spirituality & Health • Advertising on google.com • Features in New Harbinger e-mail programs •
E-mail alert to New Harbinger non-duality, spirituality, and yoga and massage communities • Quote campaign on Non-Duality Press social media
• Goodreads.com giveaway and author promotion • Author website and social media promotion • Partnership promotion with Science and Nonduality
(SAND) • Feature in New Harbinger spirituality catalog • WORLD RIGHTS

NEW RELEASES • SPI R ITU A L ITY

White Fire
Spiritual Insights and Teachings of Advaita Zen Master Mooji
Mooji

■

■

This book brims with ancient wisdom presented in
brief quotes and sayings that appeal to busy readers.
Accompanied by color photos and Mooji’s elegant ink
drawings, the quotes were specially selected as the most
clear, direct, and powerful pointings to Truth.
The self-published edition of White Fire has sold over 5,000
copies since November 2014 through Mooji’s impressive
platform, word of mouth, and online.

978-1684030583 | US $23.95
6 x 9 | 368 pp | trade paper | spirituality
PUB DATE:

August 1, 2017

White Fire is a collection of 800 gleaming sparks of wisdom that encapsulate world-renowned Advaita master Mooji’s essential teachings. Brimming with
powerful quotes and sayings, this book can ignite a burning flame within readers’ hearts, clearing away confusion and doubt and leading them into the pure
stillness of being: “Fire burns everything leaving only ashes. But there is a fire so fierce it burns even ashes—White Fire. Burn me like this, O White Fire, Grace
of God, until nothing remains but You.”
Each of the quotes in White Fire is a clear and direct pointing toward Truth that, once discovered, can dispel the delusions and suffering common to human
experiencing, and reveal readers’ true nature. Divided into five sections, and with color photographs and Mooji’s elegant ink drawings throughout, the book
covers a wide range of issues—especially those based on strong identification with thoughts, feelings, and personal problems—with
a steady deepening of the teachings as the book progresses. In Mooji’s own words, “Only when the ego is slain by the white fire of pure
seeing will the light be set free—the light that illuminates the whole world.”
Mooji was born in Jamaica, then moved to London, UK. In 1987, an encounter with a Christian mystic inspired him to “walk out of his
life.” In 1993, Mooji traveled to India, where he met his master Sri H. W. L. Poonja, or Papaji, a direct disciple of the great Advaita master
Ramana Maharshi. People from all walks of life are deeply touched by Mooji’s indefinable presence. He resides at Monte Sahaja, his
ashram in Portugal.

978-1908664365 | $21.95

978-0955176272 | $16.95

978-1908664396 | $16.95

978-0956309198 | $14.95
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Beyond Mindfulness
The Direct Approach to Lasting Peace, Happiness, and Love
Stephan Bodian

■
■

The author’s Meditation for Dummies (ISBN: 978-1119251163)
is now in its fourth edition with more than 300,000 copies
in print, and has been translated into seven languages.
Mindfulness and meditation have exploded in popularity,
appearing on the cover of Time magazine and being
adopted by corporations like Google and other Fortune 500
companies. According to the National Institutes of Health,
18 million adults in the US meditate.

978-1626259720 | US $16.95
6 x 9 | 144 pp | trade paper | spirituality
PUB DATE:

September 1, 2017

Written by best-selling author, meditation expert, psychotherapist, and spiritual teacher Stephan Bodian, this book takes readers beyond familiar mindfulness
practices by offering guided meditations and direct pointers that invite them to realize their natural state of inherent wakefulness and peace.
Mindfulness has permeated our modern lives, and with good reason—it’s been proven to boost mood, reduce stress, improve health, and maximize
performance. But in our achievement-oriented culture, the practice of mindfulness can feel laborious and mechanical, like one more task on our endless todo list. What if we could let go of effort and struggle and relax back into the happiness and ease that is our birthright?
Beyond Mindfulness offers teachings and practices based on the direct approach to spiritual awakening that take readers beyond the mechanics of being mindful
to the non-dual dimension of being, where the separation between self and other reveals itself to be a painful but seductive illusion.
With this book, readers will learn how to move beyond mindfulness into awakened awareness and discover that the love, compassion,
wholeness, health, and happiness they’ve been seeking were there all along.
Stephan Bodian is a pioneer in the integration of Eastern wisdom and Western psychology, and an internationally recognized expert
on meditation and mindfulness. His books include Wake Up Now, Buddhism for Dummies, and the best-selling Meditation for Dummies.
A licensed psychotherapist as well as a spiritual teacher, he leads classes, workshops, and retreats using the direct approach to spiritual
realization and offers counseling and mentoring to people worldwide. Bodian resides in Tucson, AZ.
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Being Aware of Being Aware
Rupert Spira

■

■

Rupert Spira is a luminary in the non-dual community
with an impressive following, including more than 20,000
subscribers and 4 million views on YouTube, 14,000 likes
on Facebook, and 2,800 followers on Twitter.
This inaugural collection of essays is a rare, gentle
introduction to non-duality that will appeal to fans of
Eckhart Tolle’s The Power of Now (ISBN: 978-1577314806)
and Deepak Chopra’s The Seven Spiritual Laws of
Success (ISBN: 978-1878424112).

978-1626259966 | US $14.95
6 x 9 | 104 pp | trade paper | spirituality
PUB DATE:

October 1, 2017

Being Aware of Being Aware is the introductory volume in the Essence of Meditation series of collected meditations on the fundamentals of non-duality. Each
volume will include six essays, compiled from contemplations led by Rupert Spira at retreats.
The knowing of our being is our primary, most fundamental and intimate experience. It’s in this experience that all the peace, happiness, and love we have
ever longed for reside. The happiness we have sought for so long outside of ourselves, in situations, objects, and relationships, turns out to be always present,
always available, in the simple knowing of our own being as it is. The knowing of our own being shines in each one of us as the experience “I am” or “I am
aware,” or simply as the thought “I.” Because this simplest, most obvious, most familiar and intimate experience is to the mind not a
thing, it is overlooked or forgotten by the majority of humanity. The overlooking of our own being is the root cause of all unhappiness
and, therefore, the root cause of our search for happiness. The contemplations in this collection will lead readers toward their own
experiential understanding of that which we all call “I.”
At seventeen, Rupert Spira began a twenty-year period of study and practice in the classical Advaita Vedanta tradition under the
guidance of Francis Roles and Shantananda Saraswati. In 1997, he met his teacher, Francis Lucille, who introduced him to the Direct Path
teachings and indicated to him the true nature of experience. Spira holds regular meetings and retreats in Europe and the United States.
He resides in Oxford, UK.
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978-1626258778 | $19.95
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Shakti Rising
Embracing Shadow and Light on the Goddess Path to Wholeness
Kavitha M. Chinnaiyan, MD

■
■

The author is a respected cardiologist and professor who has
published extensively in cardiovascular imaging and has been
featured on the “Best Doctors in America®” list.
This is the first book to explore the Mahavidyas and their
symbolism from a non-dual perspective, which will appeal
to readers of Greg Goode, author of The Direct Path
(ISBN: 978-1908664020), and Rupert Spira, author of The
Transparency of Things (ISBN: 978-1626258808).

978-1626259102 | US $16.95
6 x 9 | 224 pp | trade paper | spirituality
PUB DATE:

October 1, 2017

The wisdom of the Mahavidyas, the ten wisdom goddesses who represent the interconnected darkness and light within all of us, has long been steeped
in esoteric and mystical descriptions that made them seem irrelevant to ordinary life. But with this book, written by a respected cardiologist who found
herself on a spiritual search for the highest truth, readers are invited to explore this ancient knowledge and learn how it can be applied to daily struggles and
triumphs—and how it can help them find unreserved self-love and acceptance.
Pulling from Eastern traditions including tantra and yoga, and focusing on the feminine principle of divine energy also known as Shakti, this book
bridges the divide between dualistic concepts and non-dual philosophy. By exploring the symbolism of the Mahavidyas (Kali, Tara, Tripura Sundari,
Bhuvaneshwari, Tripura Bhairavi, Chinnamasta, Dhumavati, Baglamukhi, Matangi, and Kamalatmika)—each with a veiled face representing a destructive
quality that perpetuates ignorance and suffering, and a true face representing the wisdom that stimulates profound transformation
and liberation—readers will learn to embrace and incorporate every aspect of who they are.
Kavitha M. Chinnaiyan, MD, became drawn to the direct path through the teachings of Greg Goode and Sri Atmananda Krishna
Menon, and to tantra through the influences of Sri Premananda, Sally Kempton, and Swami Lakshmanjoo. She blends her expertise
in cardiology with her knowledge of yoga, tantra, and the direct path in her program for patients to discover the end of suffering.
Chinnaiyan is a cardiologist at Beaumont Health System, and associate professor of medicine at Oakland University William Beaumont
School of Medicine in Rochester, MI. She resides in Plymouth, MI.
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Kabalah Yoga
Embodying the Hidden Power of the Sacred Hebrew Letters
Audi Gozlan, RYT

■
■

Kabalah Yoga is a form of Hatha flow yoga with asanas (or
poses) based on the letters of the Hebrew alphabet and
meditations on their meaning.
Audi Gozlan is a member of the Yoga Alliance RYT 500, and
the creator and host of the Kabalah Yoga Show. His YouTube
channel has more than 2,000 subscribers and 2 million views.
He’s released two Kabalah Yoga DVDs: Kabalah Yoga and
Mystic Flow.

978-1626259379 | US $19.95
7 x 10 | 240 pp | trade paper | spirituality
PUB DATE:

January 2, 2018

There is an authentic need for spirituality in our lives—one that connects us with the sacred, something greater than ourselves, but that is also practical, touching the
body and soul in deep and meaningful ways. While yoga offers postures (or asanas), breathing, and meditation techniques, it may not always fulfill the deep desire for
spiritual connection that has arisen. But when combined with the mystical tradition of Kabalah, it may be just the answer modern spiritual seekers are after.
Kabalah Yoga blends the movement and meditation of Hatha flow yoga with the ancient teachings of Kabalah, incorporating the wisdom of the Hebrew letters,
also known as the Sacred Shapes, which are believed by Jewish mystics to be divine templates containing the creative energy of the universe. This book describes
the body, breath, and soul found within each of the Sacred Shapes, and shows readers that by moving their bodies into asanas based on each letter of the Hebrew
alphabet and meditating on their meaning, they can unlock and embrace their great, empowering, and healing wisdom.
Audi Gozlan, RYT, is a yoga instructor, artist, spiritual teacher, author, and television host. He has been a student of Kabalah for most
of his life. He was first exposed to mysticism by Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson. Then came meditation, followed by a passion
for yoga flow, which led to the founding of Kabalah Yoga. Gozlan is a Prana Vinyasa teacher, as well as assistant to Shiva Rea. He is the
producer of two Kabalah Yoga DVDs and host of two popular television series in Canada, including the Kabalah Yoga Show. Gozlan
resides in Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
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The Dharma of MBSR
Discovering the Buddhist Teachings at the
Heart of Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction
Beth Ann Mulligan | Foreword by Melissa Blacker

■

A Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction Workbook
is a New Harbinger best seller, with
over 80,000 copies sold worldwide.

(ISBN: 978-1572247086)

■

Mindfulness-based stress reduction is a powerful, evidencebased treatment that blends mindfulness meditation and
yoga, and has been proven effective for chronic pain, stress,
anxiety, depression, and more.

978-1626259164 | US $16.95
6 x 9 | 224 pp | trade paper | spirituality
PUB DATE:

January 2, 2018

Meditation and mindfulness are everywhere, and thankfully so—since Jon Kabat-Zinn developed mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR), a treatment
blending meditation and yoga, it has been proven effective in treating conditions like chronic pain, stress, anxiety, and depression for sufferers around the
world. Lesser known, however, are the deep philosophical roots of MBSR known as the Buddhist dharma, translated as “the teachings of the Buddha.” Although
they form the very foundation underlying MBSR and other mindfulness-based interventions, they often remain hidden within modern mindfulness practices.
The Dharma of MBSR illuminates these cornerstones, communicating previously esoteric teachings with language that makes them
easily accessible and applicable to our complex daily lives. The book follows the structure of an eight-week MBSR class, paralleling the
participant’s journey with that of the Buddha for the alleviation of suffering. With real-life examples, guided reflections, and practices
throughout, this book will show readers the connections between the ancient wisdom of Buddhism and contemporary MBSR.
Beth Ann Mulligan is a certified teacher and international teacher trainer of both MBSR and mindful self-compassion (MSC) for the
University of Massachusetts Medical School Center for Mindfulness. She teaches at the Susan Samueli Center for Integrative Medicine and at
InsightLA, and has been a presenter at the International Scientific Conference on Mindfulness. The Guiding Dharma teacher at Insight Community of the Desert,
she leads meditation retreats across the country. Mulligan resides in Banning, CA. Foreword writer Melissa Blacker is on staff at the University of Massachusetts
Medical School Center for Mindfulness. She offers private instruction in mindfulness meditation, as well as workshops, classes, and silent retreats.
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The Hormone Myth
How Junk Science, Gender Politics, and Lies
about PMS Keep Women Down
Robyn Stein DeLuca, PhD

■
■

The author’s TEDx Talk, “The Good News About PMS” has
had over 1 million views. On March 17, 2015, it was featured
on the TED.com home page.
This book will confront the myth that women are at the
mercy of their hormones, and propose that much of women’s
alleged “irrationality” has more to do with the reality of
being a woman in our culture—it will be controversial.

978-1626255098 | US $16.95
6 x 9 | 200 pp | trade paper | health
PUB DATE:

August 1, 2017

This provocative book exposes pervasive myths about women’s hormones and shows how flawed, obsolete research and sexism have combined to keep women
“in their place.” Although the idea that women become raving lunatics when their hormones fluctuate is firmly entrenched in American culture, a thorough
examination of the evidence shows that the majority of women do not experience major mental or physical symptoms linked to their hormones. Rather, much of
women’s supposed “irrationality” can be attributed to environmental factors and the cultural and social realities of being a woman in the Western world. It’s time
to reject the “hormone myth,” and for women to own their emotions in a healthy and realistic way.
This book will confront the myth that women are at the mercy of their reproductive hormones, and illustrate how the perpetuation of this stereotype harms
women. With a thorough exploration of women’s hormonal lives, from the initiation of menstruation through menopause, The Hormone Myth will help readers
reject the negative stereotype of the hormone-crazed woman and gain an appreciation for the natural changes that occur over time.
Robyn Stein DeLuca, PhD, is a research assistant professor in the department of psychology at Stony Brook University, and was a core
faculty member of the women’s and gender studies program for fifteen years. She has taught a multitude of courses on health, gender,
and reproduction, and her research on postpartum depression and childbirth satisfaction has been published in scholarly psychology
journals. Her TEDx Talk “The Good News About PMS” has had over one million views. DeLuca resides in Setauket, NY.
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■

■

This book is for parents and
caregivers of teens struggling
with emotion dysregulation
problems, including
depression, anger, anxiety,
self-mutilating behaviors,
and suicidal behavior.

1 in 8 children are affected
by an anxiety disorder.

978-1626258983 | US $16.95
6 x 9 | 224 pp
trade paper | parenting

978-1626259539 | US $16.95
6 x 9 | 152 pp
trade paper | parenting

PUB DATE:

■

This hands-on toolkit limits
background and research
citations to what parents
really need to know.

September 1, 2017

PUB DATE:

November 1, 2017

Parenting a Troubled Teen

Anxiety Relief for Kids

Manage Conflict and Deal with Intense Emotions
Using Acceptance and Commitment Therapy

On-the-Spot Strategies to Help Your Child Overcome
Worry, Panic, and Avoidance

Patricia E. Zurita Ona, PsyD

Bridget Flynn Walker, PhD

Parenting a teen comes with its own challenges, but when teens have
trouble regulating their emotions and lash out, it can be especially difficult.
Written by an expert in teen mental health, Parenting a Troubled Teen is based
in proven-effective acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT). Readers
will learn to observe the thoughts, feelings, and physical sensations that
drive their own parenting behaviors, and how these behaviors can impact
their teen. With this book, they’ll have the tools they need to put an end to
the cycle of conflict that has taken over their home.
Patricia E. Zurita Ona, PsyD, is the director of the East Bay Behavior Therapy
Center and adjunct professor at The Wright Institute. She has significant
experience working with individuals with mood, anxiety, and eating disorders.
The coauthor of Mind and Emotions, which received a “Self-Help Seal of
Merit” from the Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies (ABCT),
she resides in Walnut Creek, CA.

Foreword by Michael A. Tompkins, PhD

Parents of children with anxiety need quick, in-the-moment solutions they
can easily use every day to help their child. This book is the first and only
guide for parents that utilizes evidence-based cognitive behavioral therapy
(CBT) and exposure therapy—two of the most effective treatments for
anxiety disorders. Readers will find information on the different types of
anxiety disorders, and will learn to identify their child’s avoidant and safety
behaviors—the strategies their child uses to cope with their anxiety—as well
as anxiety triggers that set their child off.
Bridget Flynn Walker, PhD, has a private practice that focuses on assessing
and treating children, adolescents, and adults with anxiety disorders, and on
training other mental health professionals to do the same. Her consultation
and teaching services are requested by mental health professionals in and
around San Francisco, CA, where she resides. Foreword author Michael
A. Tompkins, PhD, is a licensed psychologist who practices in Oakland, CA.
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■

■

Obsessive-compulsive
disorder (OCD) affects as
many as 1 in 200 children
and adolescents.

Borderline personality
disorder (BPD) was once
described as “the disorder
doctors fear most.”

There are limited
resources available for
children suffering
from OCD.

This is the first book to offer
proven-effective strategies to
help daughters manage BPD.

978-1626259782 | US $16.95
8 x 10 | 144 pp
trade paper | parenting

978-1626259560 | US $16.95
6 x 9 | 200 pp
trade paper | parenting

■

PUB DATE:

■

December 1, 2017

PUB DATE:

December 1, 2017

The OCD Workbook for Kids

When Your Daughter Has BPD

Skills to Help Children Manage Obsessive Thoughts
and Compulsive Behaviors

Essential Skills to Help Families Manage
Borderline Personality Disorder

Anthony C. Puliafico, PhD, and Joanna A. Robin, PhD

Daniel S. Lobel, PhD

Children with obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) may suffer from
obsessive thinking, use rituals to soothe their anxiety, and act compulsively
in ways that are disruptive and sometimes harmful. As parents know all
too well, OCD can greatly interfere with school, friends, and homelife.
In this important and much-needed Instant Help workbook, kids will
learn to identify obsessions and compulsions, understand them, and use
simple tools based in exposure and response prevention to cope with and
overcome OCD.

Having a child who suffers from borderline personality disorder (BPD) can
be heartbreaking. Parents may feel frustration, shame, and guilt, and dealing
with the angry outbursts, threats, and constant emergencies may bring their
family to the breaking point. This groundbreaking book for parents of adult
daughters with BPD offers essential skills based in proven-effective dialectical
behavior therapy (DBT) and cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) to help
readers understand their daughter’s disorder, set appropriate boundaries,
put an end to daily emergencies, and rebuild the family’s structure from the
ground up.

PUBLICITY & PROMOTION • Advertising on psychcentral.com and
google.com • Features in New Harbinger e-mail programs • Banner
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giveaway and author promotion • Listserv campaign to DBT community
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Daniel S. Lobel, PhD, is assistant clinical professor of psychiatry at the
Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, and has given classes at both State
University of New York (SUNY) at Purchase and the State University of New
York State College of Optometry. He has written chapters in many textbooks
and contributes frequently as a guest blogger on the Psychology Today website.
Lobel is a psychologist with a private practice and he resides in Katonah, NY.

978-1572246904 | $18.95

Anthony C. Puliafico, PhD, is a clinical psychologist and director of the
Columbia University Clinic for Anxiety and Related Disorders-Westchester. He
is a renowned expert in the assessment and treatment of anxiety disorders
and OCD in children, adolescents, and young adults. Joanna A. Robin,
PhD, is a clinical psychologist and director of Westchester Anxiety Treatment
Psychological Services, P.C. She specializes in cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT)
and has expertise in the treatment of anxiety, OCD, and behavioral problems.
Both Puliafico and Robin reside in Ardsley, NY.
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Superhero Therapy
Mindfulness Skills to Help Teens and Young Adults
Deal with Anxiety, Depression, and Trauma
Janina Scarlet, PhD | Illustrated by Wellinton Alves

■
■

Approximately 5 million adolescents in the US have a
diagnosable mental health disorder, and as many as 80
percent go untreated.
Engaging self-help resources for teens are few and far
between. This book uses therapy interventions in a unique
way—to diffuse difficult topics and reframe psychological
struggle as a hero’s journey.

978-1684030330 | US $17.95
7 x 7 | 112 pp | trade paper | teen / self-help
PUB DATE:

Fully Illustrated Color Interior

August 1, 2017

Psychologist Janina Scarlet and Marvel and DC Comics illustrator Wellinton Alves join forces
to offer teens Superhero Therapy—a dynamic, illustrated introduction to acceptance and
commitment therapy (ACT). With this fun, outside-the-box self-help guide, teens will discover
how to vanquish inner super villains such as anxiety, depression, anger, or shame; explore their
unique superpowers; and become their own Superhero questing for what matters to them.
This unique book provides everything teens need to begin their very own superhero training using evidence-based ACT and mindfulness skills. Within these colorful
pages, they’ll team up with a group of troubled heroes—inspired by both fictional characters and real-life people—enlisted at the Superhero Training Academy. By
learning to face up to their inner villains and monsters, these characters will inspire teens to overcome their own problems as well. When teen readers are finished,
they’ll have a whole slew of new tools they can use—like mindfulness, self-compassion, and values—to help them conquer whatever life throws their way.
Janina Scarlet, PhD, studied at the City University of New York (CUNY) with a focus on behavioral neuroscience. She completed her postdoctoral training at
the Veterans Medical Research Foundation, where she got an opportunity to treat active-duty service members with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). She
uses Superhero Therapy to help patients with anxiety, depression, chronic pain, and PTSD. Scarlet also teaches at Alliant International University and resides in
San Diego, CA. Illustrator Wellinton Alves is well-known for his artwork for Marvel and DC Comics, including multiple issues of Avengers, Spider-Man, He-Man,
Nightwing, and many others. He resides in Brazil.
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978-1608821938 | $15.95

978-1626254640 | $14.95
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978-1626251489 | $16.95

978-1626258655 | $12.95

PUBLICITY & PROMOTION • Advertising in the Journal of Contextual Behavioral Science, and in the annual conference guides of the Association for
Contextual Behavioral Science, Bridging the Hearts and Minds of Youth, and BookExpo America • Advertising on google.com, psychcentral.com, and
social media • Features in New Harbinger e-mail programs • E-mail alert to New Harbinger ACT, teens, depression, and anxiety disorders communities
• Goodreads.com giveaway and author promotion • Author website and social media promotion • Outreach to podcasts and radio • Outreach to teen
and parentings outlets and blogs • Outreach to nerd niche, comic, and graphic novel medias • WORLD RIGHTS

NEW RELEASES • TEEN SEL F - H EL P

■

■

70 percent of college
students report major
difficulties due to
procrastination.

80 percent of teens
with mental health
problems who participated
in a mindfulness-based
stress reduction
program no longer
exhibited symptoms.

■

The author’s Shyness and
Social Anxiety Workbook
for Teens (ISBN: 978-1608821877)
has sold over 33,000 copies.

NEW
EDITION

978-1684030187 | US $16.95
8 x 10 | 136 pp
trade paper | teen / self-help
PUB DATE:

978-1626255876 | US $16.95
6 x 8 | 176 pp
trade paper | teen / self-help

August 1, 2017

The Stress Reduction Workbook
for Teens, Second Edition

PUB DATE:

November 1, 2017

Mindfulness Skills to Help You Deal with Stress

A Teen’s Guide to Getting Stuff Done
Discover Your Procrastination Type, Stop Putting Things
Off, and Reach Your Goals

Gina M. Biegel, MA, LMFT

Jennifer Shannon, LMFT | Illustrated by Doug Shannon

Between school, friends, dating, and planning for the future, teens face
more stress than any other age group. But with mindfulness and strategies
for getting stress under control now, they’ll have the skills they need to
deal with problems and difficult feelings that life sends their way. Written
by a psychotherapist specializing in mindfulness-based stress reduction
(MBSR) and featuring brand new activities and exercises, this second
edition of The Stress Reduction Workbook for Teens shows overwhelmed and
stressed-out teens how mindfulness skills can help them relax, prioritize,
and keep calm during stressful times.

Blending acceptance and commitment therapy and cognitive
behavioral strategies, this book helps teens recognize and understand
their procrastination habits, discover the strengths of their unique
procrastination type, and find the motivation they need to meet important
deadlines and reach their highest goals. The warrior loves a good challenge,
but may be unable to complete tasks; the pleaser may be so concerned about
disappointing others that they postpone doing something; the perfectionist
may put things off because they’re worried about how their work will
be judged; and the rebel is driven by a strong sense of independence. By
understanding their procrastination type and using the practical strategies
in this book, teens can break the cycle of procrastination.

PUBLICITY & PROMOTION • Advertising in The Behavior Therapist and
in the annual conference guides of the Association for Behavioral and
Cognitive Therapies, the Anxiety and Depression Association of America,
and the American School Counselor Association • Advertising on
google.com • Features in New Harbinger e-mail programs • Goodreads.
com giveaway and author promotion • Listserv campaign to ACT and
CBT communities • WORLD RIGHTS

978-1572248656 | $15.95

978-1626250802 | $16.95

978-1626251946 | $16.95

PUBLICITY & PROMOTION • Advertising in the annual conference
guide for the American School Counselor Association • Advertising
on google.com, psychcentral.com, and in the Greater Good Science
Center e-newsletter • Features in New Harbinger e-mail programs
• Banner feature on New Harbinger website homepage • Goodreads.
com giveaway and author promotion • Author website, e-mail, and social
media promotion • WORLD RIGHTS

Jennifer Shannon, LMFT, is author of The Shyness and Social Anxiety
Workbook for Teens and The Anxiety Survival Guide for Teens, and cofounder
of the Santa Rosa Center for Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy. Illustrator Doug
Shannon is a freelance cartoonist. The Shannons reside in Santa Rosa, CA.

978-1608826568 | $16.95

Gina M. Biegel, MA, LMFT, is a psychotherapist in San Jose, CA, who
adapted the mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR) program for use with
adolescents, creating mindfulness-based stress reduction for teens (MBSR-T).
She is director of research for Mindful Schools and conducts workshops and
conferences teaching MBSR to a variety of populations. Biegel resides in
Campbell, CA.
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The Self-Compassion Workbook
for Teens
Mindfulness and Compassion Skills to Overcome
Self-Criticism and Embrace Who You Are
Karen Bluth, PhD | Foreword by Kristin Neff, PhD

■
■

This is the first book to address how mindfulness and selfcompassion can help teens be more self-accepting and offers
them tools needed to navigate the challenges of adolescence.
With both clinical and classroom teaching experience, Karen
Bluth is an expert in teen mental health, focusing on the roles
mindfulness and self-compassion play in teens’ well-being.

978-1626259843 | US $16.95
8 x 10 | 200 pp | trade paper | teen / self-help
PUB DATE:

December 1, 2017

Teens go through major changes—both physically and mentally. These changes can have a dramatic effect on how they perceive, understand, and interpret the
world around them, leaving them stressed and anxious. Additionally, they may compare themselves to others—whether it’s friends, classmates, or celebrities and
models—and end up acting as their own worst critic. So, how can teens move past feelings of stress and insecurity and start living the life they really want?
Written by psychologist Karen Bluth, and based on practices adapted from Kristin Neff and Christopher Germer’s Mindful Self-Compassion program, this workbook
offers fun and tactile exercises grounded in mindfulness and self-compassion to help teens cope more effectively with the ongoing challenges of day-to-day life.
Readers will learn how to be present with difficult emotions, and respond to these emotions with greater kindness and self-care. By practicing
these activities and meditations, they’ll learn specific tools to help them navigate the emotional ups and downs of the teen years with greater ease.
Karen Bluth, PhD, is part of the research faculty in the program on integrative medicine in the School of Medicine at University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill. She teaches mindfulness and mindful self-compassion courses in and around Chapel Hill, NC, and regularly gives talks
and leads workshops at universities and schools. The associate editor of Mindfulness, Bluth resides in Carrboro, NC.
Foreword writer Kristin Neff, PhD, is a pioneer in the field of self-compassion research. In conjunction with her colleague Christopher
Germer, she developed an empirically supported eight-week training program called Mindful Self-Compassion.
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978-1572246997 | $15.95

978-1608829163 | $16.95

978-1572246119 | $14.95

978-1626253483 | $16.95

PUBLICITY & PROMOTION • Advertising in Mindful and the annual conference guide of the American School Counselor Association • Advertising
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parenting and special needs kids, teens, mindfulness, and stress management communities • Banner feature on New Harbinger website homepage
• Goodreads.com giveaway and author promotion • Author social media promotion • Outreach to relevant professional organizations • Outreach to
mindfulness blogs and outlets • WORLD RIGHTS
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Mindfulness for Teen Worry
Quick and Easy Strategies to Let Go of
Anxiety, Worry, and Stress
Jeffrey Bernstein, PhD

■
■

25 percent of teens will suffer from an anxiety disorder
in their lifetime. An even greater number experience
subclinical levels of chronic worrying.
This book offers teens brief, easy-to-use mindfulness-based
interventions to help them stay in the present moment
when worry or anxiety takes hold.

978-1626259812 | US $16.95
6 x 8 | 200 pp | trade paper | teen / self-help
PUB DATE:

January 2, 2018

Being a teen isn’t easy, and most teens worry. But what about chronic worrying—the kind that keeps them up at night, ruminating about that paper they just
turned in, or obsessing over that thing their friend said at lunch? Chronic worrying can get in the way of school, friends, and reaching important goals. In this
book, a clinical psychologist offers quick, easy-to-learn mindfulness exercises that teens can use anytime, anywhere, to stop worries from growing and taking over.
Mindfulness for Teen Worry will show teens how living in the moment will dissolve worry and help them stay grounded in the here and now. Readers will learn
powerful and easy-to-use mindfulness skills to manage the four most common worry struggles teens face: school pressure, coping with friendship and relationship
problems, improving body image, and handling family conflicts. Teens will discover why they worry, and the long-term destructive
impacts worry can have on their life. Most importantly, they’ll be introduced to simple, effective techniques to help them become more
mindful—like harnessing the power of the breath and how to relax the body in times of stress.
Jeffrey Bernstein, PhD, is a psychologist with over twenty-eight years of experience specializing in child, adolescent, couples, and family
therapy. He has served as an expert advisor for the Today Show, Court TV, CBS Eyewitness News, NBC 10 - Philadelphia, and appeared on
National Public Radio. Bernstein has authored five books, including 10 Days to a Less Defiant Child, 10 Days to Less Distracted Child, Liking
the Child You Love, and Why Can’t You Read My Mind? He resides in Exton, PA.

978-1626252431 | $16.95

978-1626254541 | $16.95

978-1626253766 | $16.95

978-1608829101 | $15.95

PUBLICITY & PROMOTION • Advertising in Mindful • Advertising on google.com, psychcentral.com, and in the Mindful and Greater Good Science
Center e-newsletters • Features in New Harbinger e-mail programs • E-mail alert to parenting and special needs kids, mindfulness, teens, stress
management, and anxiety disorders communities • Banner feature on New Harbinger website homepage • Goodreads.com giveaway and author
promotion • Author website and social media promotion • Outreach to relevant professional organizations • Outreach to local media • Outreach to
parenting and teen blogs • WORLD RIGHTS
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■

■

7 in 10 teen girls suffer
from low self-esteem and
poor self-image.

22 percent of adolescents
have experienced physical
assault, and 39 percent
have witnessed violence.

■

Lisa Schab’s Self-Esteem
Workbook for Teens
(ISBN: 978-1608825820) has
sold over 65,000 copies.

■

There are very few
self-help books written
for teens who’ve
experienced trauma.
978-1626259904 | US $16.95
6 x 8 | 152 pp
trade paper | teen / self-help

978-1626259195 | US $16.95
5 x 7 | 176 pp
trade paper | teen / self-help
PUB DATE:

January 2, 2018

PUB DATE:

February 2, 2018

The Self-Esteem Habit for Teens

The PTSD Survival Guide for Teens

50 Simple Ways to Build Your Confidence Every Day

Strategies to Overcome Trauma, Build Resilience, and
Take Back Your Life

Lisa M. Schab, LCSW, is a licensed clinical social worker with a private
counseling practice in the greater Chicago, IL, area. She has authored
fifteen self-help books and workbooks for children, teens, and adults,
including The Anxiety Workbook for Teens and Beyond the Blues. Schab
teaches self-help workshops, conducts training seminars for professionals,
and is a member of the National Association of Social Workers (NASW). She
resides in Antioch, IL.

978-1608821877 | $16.95

978-1626253063 | $16.95

PUBLICITY & PROMOTION • Advertising in the annual conference
guide of the American School Counselor Association • Advertising on
google.com • Features in New Harbinger e-mail programs • Banner
feature on New Harbinger website homepage • Goodreads.com giveaway
and author promotion • Outreach to teen and parenting outlets and
blogs • Features in New Harbinger consumer and professional catalogs
• WORLD RIGHTS
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Sheela Raja, PhD, and Jaya Ashrafi

Teens who’ve experienced trauma or suffer from post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) often struggle to gain the confidence and resilience
needed to move forward after their difficult experience. In The PTSD
Survival Guide for Teens, trauma specialist Sheela Raja—along with her teen
daughter Jaya Ashrafi—offers accessible skills based in cognitive behavioral
therapy (CBT), dialectical behavior therapy (DBT), and acceptance and
commitment therapy (ACT) to help teens tackle anxiety and avoidance,
manage negative emotions, cope with flashbacks and nightmares, and
develop trusting, healthy relationships.
Sheela Raja, PhD, is a licensed clinical psychologist, speaker, blogger, and
author of Overcoming Trauma and PTSD. She is also an assistant professor at
the University of Illinois at Chicago, where she researches the impact of trauma
on health. Jaya Ashrafi is a middle school student who is passionate about
social justice and treating children and teens with dignity and respect. She and
her mother, Sheela Raja, reside in Oak Park, IL.

PUBLICITY & PROMOTION • Advertising in the annual conference
guides of the American School Counselor Association and the National
Association of Social Workers • Advertising on google.com • Features in
e-mail programs • Banner feature on New Harbinger website homepage
• Goodreads.com giveaway and author promotion • Listserv campaign
to psychology community • WORLD RIGHTS

978-1626253995 | $16.95

When it comes to cultivating positive self-esteem, the teen years are the
most challenging. With this book, written by the author of The Self-Esteem
Workbook for Teens, readers will learn fifty simple, small ways to make selfesteem a reality (and a habit!) every day—anytime, anywhere. Following
the advice in this fun, pocket-sized guide, teens will discover the six steps
of lasting self-esteem, and find tips to help them learn from their mistakes,
practice gratitude, see things from a different perspective, celebrate
strengths, stop overgeneralizing, and cultivate healthy relationships.

978-1572246027 | $16.95

Lisa M. Schab, LCSW

RECENT
RELEASE
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Process-Based CBT
The Science and Core Clinical Competencies of
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
Steven C. Hayes, PhD, and Stefan G. Hofmann, PhD

■
■

Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is one of the few forms of
psychotherapy that has been scientifically tested and found
to be effective in hundreds of clinical trials.
Based on recommendations of The Inter-Organizational
Task Force on Cognitive and Behavioral Psychology Doctoral
Education, this book provides the optimal standard for
doctoral training in CBT.

978-1626255968 | US $69.99
7 x 10 | 480 pp | trade paper | psychology
PUB DATE:

January 2, 2018

Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is one of the most widely used forms of psychotherapy today. But while there are plenty of books that provide an overview
of CBT to a professional audience, there are no books that unite the core competencies of CBT and acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) in a way that
brings together the best of these approaches.
Edited by Steven C. Hayes and Stefan G. Hofmann, and based on the new training standards developed by The Inter-Organizational Task Force on Cognitive
and Behavioral Psychology Doctoral Education, this groundbreaking book is the first textbook to provide practitioners, researchers, interns, and students
with a review of contemporary behavioral and cognitive therapies, with respect to the behavioral, cognitive, and acceptance and mindfulness components of
the CBT tradition. Each chapter of Process-Based CBT is written by a leading authority in that field, and their combined expertise presents the best of behavior
therapy and analysis, cognitive therapy, and the acceptance and mindfulness therapies. With this premiere text, readers will gain an up-to-date understanding
of the core processes and learn exactly how to put them into practice for maximum efficacy.
Steven C. Hayes, PhD, is Nevada Foundation Professor, director of clinical training in the department of psychology at the University of Nevada, cofounder of ACT,
and author of over thirty-five books. He resides in Reno, NV. Stefan G. Hofmann, PhD, is president of the Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies
and the International Association for Cognitive Psychotherapy, and author of An Introduction to Modern CBT. He resides in Boston, MA.

978-1572247055 | $39.95

978-1608824342 | $49.95

978-1572244986 | $44.95

978-1626259256 | $59.95

PUBLICITY & PROMOTION • Print advertising in The Behavior Therapist, The Journal of Contextual Behavioral Science, and annual conference guides of
the Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies, the Association for Contextual Behavioral Science, the American Psychological Association, and the
International Association of Cognitive Psychotherapy • E-mail campaign to mental health professionals • Banner feature on New Harbinger website mental
health professionals page • Author book trailer, and website and social media promotion • Listserv campaign to ACT and CBT communities • Partnership
promotion on contextualscience.org and the-iacp.com • Outreach to academic communities, universities, and professors • Outreach and network through
conferences, workshops, and Praxis trainings • Promotion through professional journal book reviews, white papers, and ads • WORLD RIGHTS
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Radically Open Dialectical Behavior Therapy
Theory and Practice for Treating Disorders of Overcontrol
Thomas R. Lynch, PhD

■
■
■

Radically open dialectical behavior therapy (RO DBT)
is a breakthrough, proven-effective treatment for
overcontrol disorders with high relapse rates.
RO DBT has been applied successfully as an in-patient
treatment for anorexia nervosa.
Over 3,000 therapists have been trained in RO DBT.

978-1626259287 | US $59.95
7 x 10 | 600 pp | hardcover | psychology
PUB DATE:

February 2, 2018

While traditional dialectical behavior therapy (DBT) has shown
tremendous success in treating people with emotion dysregulation, there
have been few resources available for treating those with overcontrol (OC)
disorders, which have been linked to social isolation, distant relationships,
cognitive rigidity, risk aversion, a strong need for structure, inhibited
emotional expression, and hyperperfectionism.
Radically open dialectical behavior therapy (RO DBT), founded by Thomas
Lynch, is a breakthrough approach based on the premise that psychological
well-being involves the confluence of three factors: receptivity, flexibility,
and social-connectedness. RO DBT addresses each of these, and is the first
treatment in the world to prioritize social signaling as the primary mechanism
of change based on a transdiagnostic, neuroregulatory model linking the
communicative function of human emotions to the establishment of social
connectedness and well-being. RO DBT is an invaluable resource for treating
anorexia nervosa, chronic depression, treatment-resistant anxiety, autism
spectrum disorders, and personality disorders.
Founder of RO DBT Thomas R. Lynch, PhD, is professor emeritus and director
at the Center for Innovation in Mental Health at the University of Southampton.
He’s received awards and recognitions from organizations such as the National
Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) and the American Psychological Association
(APA). Lynch resides in Owslebury, United Kingdom.
PUBLICITY & PROMOTION • Print advertising in The Behavior Therapist,
The Journal of Contextual Behavioral Science, and annual conference
guides of the Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies, the
Association for Contextual Behavioral Science, the Anxiety and Depression
Association of America, Psychotherapy Networker, and the American
Psychological Association • Advertising on google.com, psychcentral.com,
and psychologytoday.com • WORLD RIGHTS
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■

Includes
instructor guidelines
and user-friendly
worksheets.

978-1626259317 | US $49.95
8.5 x 11 | 648 pp
trade paper | psychology
PUB DATE:

February 2, 2018

The Skills Training Manual for Radically
Open Dialectical Behavior Therapy
A Clinician’s Guide for Treating Disorders of Overcontrol
Thomas R. Lynch, PhD
Radically open dialectical behavior therapy (RO DBT) is a groundbreaking,
transdiagnostic treatment model for clients with overcontrol (OC) disorders
such as anorexia nervosa, chronic depression, and obsessive-compulsive
disorder (OCD). Written by the founder of RO DBT, this is the first and only
step-by-step training manual to help clinicians implement this evidence-based
therapy in practice. Inside, readers will find an outline of RO DBT, including
how it differs from traditional DBT. They’ll also find an RO DBT outpatient
treatment protocol, with sections that outline the weekly individual therapy
sessions and skills training classes that occur over approximately thirty weeks.

NEW RELEASES • PSY C H OL OG Y

Metaphor in Practice
A Professional’s Guide to Using the Science of Language in Psychotherapy
Niklas Törneke, MD | Foreword by Steven C. Hayes, PhD

■

Metaphors are essential to our understanding of the world. This book provides
the first rigorously scientific exploration of the role of metaphor in psychotherapy.

978-1626259010 | US $49.95 | 7 x 10 | 256 pp | trade paper | psychology | PUB DATE: August 1, 2017

CBT Made Simple
A Clinician’s Guide to Practicing Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
Nina Josefowitz, PhD, and David Myran, MD | Foreword by Zindel V. Segal, PhD

■

Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is a highly-effective, evidence-based
mental health treatment that aims to change the patterns of thinking
or behavior that underlie disorders.

978-1626258501 | US $49.95 | 8 x 10 | 256 pp | trade paper | psychology | PUB DATE: September 1, 2017

Learning ACT, Second Edition
An Acceptance and Commitment Therapy Skills-Training Manual for Therapists
Jason B. Luoma, PhD, Steven C. Hayes, PhD, and Robyn D. Walser, PhD

■

Acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) has been proven-effective in
the treatment of depression, anxiety, stress, addiction, eating disorders,
schizophrenia, borderline personality disorder, and more.

978-1626259492 | US $44.95 | 8 x 10 | 336 pp | trade paper | psychology | PUB DATE: December 1, 2017

Exposure Therapy for Treating Anxiety
in Children and Adolescents
A Comprehensive Guide
Veronica L. Raggi, PhD, Jessica G. Samson, PsyD, Julia W. Felton, PhD,
Heather R. Loffredo, PsyD, and Lisa H. Berghorst, PhD

■

This is the only book to provide detailed hierarchies and clinical suggestions
for treating each specific childhood anxiety condition.

978-1626253605 | $49.95

978-1626251397 | $49.95

978-1608827831 | $69.95

978-1608821648 | $39.95

978-1626259225 | US $69.95 | 7 x 10 | 352 pp | trade paper | psychology | PUB DATE: February 2, 2018
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978-1626252783 | $24.95
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POWERFUL &
EVIDENCE-BASED, OUR
SELF-HELP BOOKS OFFER
IMPORTANT TOOLS FOR
DEALING WITH MENTAL
HEALTH CHALLENGES
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OUR INSTANT HELP
BOOKS HELP TEENS
FACE LIFE’S
CHALLENGES—FROM
STRESS & ANXIETY
TO SELF-ESTEEM &
SOCIAL ISSUES
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